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Wizard Alchemy Blend: Oil Of Elevation
Essential Oil of the Month: Dark Aged Patchouli
Essential Oil Tincture: Moon Cycle
Exquisite Botanical Perfume: Deep Woman

Oil of Elevation (Therapeutic Blend)

This formulation brings together sacred extracts of Frankincense, Myrrh and Cedar in an ORMUS 
enhanced MCT carrier to elevate meditations, intentions, ceremony.  Center thy self as part of daily 
practice! Oil of Elevation boosts meditative and physical embodiment qualities, both increasing levels 
of grounding and expansion.  Truly a special formulation that subjectively enhances both a relaxing and
focusing quality, bringing two seemingly opposite actions into simultaneous actualization.

Some of my favorite applications of OoE: massage into the bottom of the feet, on the wrist points, 
under the nose and on third eye before meditation for a deepened experience.  Massaged into the feet is 
quite effective for relaxing the nervous system and increasing focus for several hours.  Apply several 
drops into the hands and rub into the face to moisturize, soothe and nourish the skin.  This a truly multi-
purposed phenomenal formulation!

Ingredients: Organic Cedar Atlas (Morocco), CO2 Extracted Frankincense Carteri (Somalia), 
Organic CO2 Extracted Myrrh (Somalia) infused into ORMUS Enhanced Fractionated Coconut 
Oil.

Dark Aged Patchouli (Pogostemon cablin) ~ Indonesia

Deep and rich, our Dark Patchouli has been slowing aging and priming its exceptional character.  From 
Indonesia, this extract embodies the true essence of a classic patchouli.  Warm, bright, earthy – this 
extract is very helpful for grounding, added as a splendid base in botanical perfumery.  

Can apply to the body as a botanical perfume or apply to the armpits to freshen the body during travel. 
A subset of humans are negatively associated with the fragrance of Patchouli so be conscious of 
wearing this scent around aromatically sensitive individuals.  This Patchouli is a phenomenal base in 
botanical perfumery using about 10-30% - can often be combined as non-offensive / pleasant to even 
sensitive individuals. Euphoric when vaporized through an Essential VAAAPP or Firefly vaporizer.

Ingredients: Organic, Steam-Distilled Patchouli (Pogostemon cablin) from Indonesia. 



Essential Oil Wizardry

Moon Cycle (Essential Oil Tincture)

Moon Cycle is a gift for all women, to ease and support more harmonious monthly cycles.  Formulated 
and inspired from a small clinical study which tested the efficacy of Lavender, Clary Sage and 
Marjoram in a massage oil for PMS symptoms.  This tincture formulation is used in smaller 
concentration than the oil and can be used as an adjunctive for mood support, cramping and balancing 
hormones on a daily basis.  Men, this formulation is helpful for relaxing the mind and slowing the 
nervous system – I notice this as slowed thoughts, deeper quality of sleep when taken before bedtime at
higher quantity.  This is a formula I keep close to my bedside and massage into my feet.

How to use?  The tincture is very strong, one drop max per dosage for sensitive individuals or 
infuse into an 8oz glass of water to drink.  Men can use this medicinal tincture for relaxation, 
1-3/drops as desired.  Women may choose to use daily or when hormonal symptoms can benefit from 
balancing.  1 drop by mouth, repeat as needed.  Women, for stronger support, consider using the Moon 
Cycle essential oil, topically applied to the lower abdomen. 

DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE PREGNANT – Some ingredients have been reported to stimulate 
abortion! 

100% Organic Ingredients: Bergamot (Italy), Clary Sage (France), Fennel (France), Lavender 
(France), Rose-Geranium (Egypt), Sweet Marjoram (France), Blue Yarrow (S. Africa) into 
Organic Sugar Cane Alcohol

Deep Woman (Exquisite Botanical Perfume)

~ Mature With Elegance ~

Deep Woman is one of those botanical perfume blends that is inspired for the classy woman who 
exudes confidence, brightness and strength through actions and expression.  Deep Woman brings 
enough true elegance for inspirational women as a botanical perfume and also enough character to be 
very attractive wornen or men. Inspired for all the deep humans on the plant – multi-dimensionally 
sweet, round and balanced, earthy, uplifting with enough evolving character to keep your day 
interesting as it wears and morphs on the skin. 

Apply to the wrists, rub over the body, heart and neck in-joy.  Very expressive, expansive and full – 
celebrate this blend in Divine Union ~  

Ingredients: CO2 Extracted Angelica Root (Poland), Wildcrafted Cananga (Indonesia), Organic 
Ginger (Sri-Lanka), Organic Distilled Lemon (S. Africa), Wildcrafted Nagarmotha (India), 
Organic Spearmint (Morocco), Wildcrafted Virginian Cedarwood, Organic Blue Yarrow (S. 
Africa) infused into Organic Honey Spirits.


